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How to implement a computation task efficiently is the central problem in quantum computation science. For a quantum circuit, the

multi-control unitary operations are the very important components. We present an extremely efficient approach to implement mul-

tiple multi-control unitary operations directly without any decompositions to CNOT gates and single-photon gates. The necessary

two-photon operations could be reduced from O(n3) with the traditional decomposition approach toO(n) with the present approach,

which will greatly relax the requirement resources and make this approach much feasible for large scale quantum computation.

Moreover, the potential application to the (n-k)-uniform hypergraph state generation is proposed.
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1 Introduction

Quantum computation attracts more and more attentions dur-

ing the last two decades. It can provide more powerful and

extremely faster computation than the classical computation

[1]. After tremendous effort has been devoted for many years

in quantum information science, people now turn to the topic

of large scale quantum computation. In 2009, 14-qubit entan-

glement has been reported in trapped ions system [2]. Later

in 2012, based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion,

eight-photon GHZ states have been created by Huang et. al.

[3] and Yao et al. [4], respectively. After four years, Wang

et. al. reported an excited development about ten-photon

entanglement [5]. However, the probability problem is in-

evitable for linear optical quantum computation [6]. The pho-

tons themselves do not interacted with each other, therefore

one have to achieve the necessary interaction for two-photon

*Corresponding author (email: qlin@hqu.edu.cn)

operations, such as CNOT, etc., through the postselection

technique, which will result in the nondeterministical two-

photon operations with only linear optical elements. For ex-

ample, the success probability of a CNOT gate is only 1/4

[7, 8]. With the increasing of involved photon number and

operation number, the success probability will be decreased

exponentially. How to implement the operations efficiently

becomes a central task of optical quantum computation.

On the other hand, the cross phase modulation (XPM)

technique developed recently should be a useful supplement

to linear optical technology for quantum computation. With

the help of XPM technique, the construction of Bell state

analysis [9], CNOT gate [10, 11], and even Toffoli gate

[12,13], etc., could be nearly deterministic. It provides a new

router to quantum computation [14-18]. Especially, with the

element gates, called controlled-path (c-path) and merging

gates proposed in Refs. [11-13], the implementation of quan-

tum computation could be direct without any decompositions

to CNOT gates and single photon gates, but highly efficient

http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.09225v1
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with less resources. For example, the necessary resources for

the multi-control gates, such as general Toffoli gate, Fredkin

gate, etc., are only linear increasing (O(n)) with the involved

photon number [12, 13], compared with the polynomial in-

creasing (O(n2)) in other proposals [19]. Even for a gen-

eral unitary operations, the approach with c-path and merging

gates (called CPM approach below) could exponentially re-

lax the requirement on the resources, including the number of

operations, the ancilla photons and coherent beams, etc [18].

The former works with the XPM technique are either fo-

cus on some specific gates, such as CNOT [10, 11], Toffoli,

Fredkin gates [12, 13, 17], etc., or the general operations,

such as the general unitary operations [18]. A problem raises

naturally that whether one can further reduce the complex-

ity or not, if a quantum circuit includes some special struc-

tures. Here we consider a quantum circuit constructed by a

series of multi-control operations. As mentioned above, a

multi-control ((n-1)-control) operation requires O(n) c-path

and merging gates [12, 13]. We will show below, with the

new design of c-path gate, even for multiple (n) multi-control

operations, O(n) c-path and merging gates are enough. In

other words, the increasing with the involved photon number

is preserved to be linear. Moreover, this special operation can

be applied to generate the hypergraph states [20-24], which is

a very important state for measurement based quantum com-

putation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,

we introduce a new c-path gate, which will be used as the el-

ement gate to implement multi-photon gates, associated with

the original c-path and merging gate. As an example in Sec.

3, we discuss the implementation of four triple-control uni-

tary operations, which can be generalized to multiple (n-1)-

control unitary operations in Sec. 4. To show the efficiency of

the present approach, we compare the implementation com-

plexity with the former approaches in Sec. 5. In addition,

the approach is generalized in Sec. 6 to implement the mul-

tiple (n-k)-control unitary operations, and the corresponding

potential applications are discussed in Sec. 7. The final part

is for discussion and conclusion remark.

2 The controlled-path gate and merging gate

The original controlled-path (c-path) gate was firstly intro-

duced in Ref. [11], and then developed to be more feasible

in Refs. [12, 13, 17, 18]. This gate can be implemented us-

ing only linear optics as well and had been demonstrated

in realistic experiment [25]. Moreover, it can be used in

experiments to calculate unknown eigenvalues [26], com-

press quantum data [27], or implement a quantum Fredkin

gate [28], and widely used in theoretical schemes to generate

graph states [29,30], W states [31], Dicke states [32,33], etc.

The control photon of original c-path gate is encoded by

its polarization information as, |0〉 ≡ |H〉 and |1〉 ≡ |V〉. How-

ever, when we discuss the implementation of multiple multi-

control unitary operations in below, the control photon has

some spatial modes, e.g, 8, but we only use part of them as the

control signal. That does mean the control signal sometime

contains the one single photon, and sometime is a vacuum

state. In other words, the control signal is encoded by the

photon number, i.e., the control signal |0〉 denotes a vacuum

state and |1〉 denotes the quantum state containing one single

photon. The desired c-path gate is required to implement the

following transformation,

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T + |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T

→|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1 + |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2 , (1)

where the states
∣

∣

∣Ψ1(2)

〉

denotes the other components of the

multi-photon state. The target single photon denoted by a

superscript T will be separated into one spatial mode when

the single photon appears on the control spatial modes (|1〉C),

while it will be separated into another one spatial mode when

the single photon appears on the other spatial modes which

haven’t been used as control modes (|0〉C).

Clearly, the original c-path gate cannot be used to imple-

ment the above operation. We now design a new c-path gate

shown in Fig. 1(a) to implement the above operation. Firstly,

the target photon is injected into a 50:50 beam splitter (BS).

After that the control and target photon are interacted with

two coherent beams |α〉cs |α〉cs through the XPM processes

indicated in Fig. 1(a). The initial state will evolved to the

following state,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1
∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs
|α〉cs + |Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T2 |α〉cs |α〉cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T1
∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs
+ |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2 |α〉cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

)

,

(2)

where the subscripts 1, 2 outside the bracket denote the spa-

tial modes of the target photon respectively. Two phase shifts

−θ/2 are applied to the two coherent beams respectively,

yielding the following state,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1
∣

∣

∣αeiθ/2
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αe−iθ/2
〉

cs
+ |Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T2

⊗
∣

∣

∣αe−iθ/2
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αe−iθ/2
〉

cs
+ |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T1

∣

∣

∣αeiθ/2
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ/2
〉

cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2
∣

∣

∣αe−iθ/2
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ/2
〉

cs

)

. (3)

Let the two coherent beams to be interfered on a 50:50 BS,

and one can get the following state,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1
∣

∣

∣α+
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣α−
〉

cs
+ |Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T2

⊗
∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2αe−iθ/2

〉

cs
|0〉cs + |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T1

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2αeiθ/2

〉

cs
|0〉cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2
∣

∣

∣α+
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣−α−〉
cs

)

. (4)

where |α−〉 =
∣

∣

∣i
√

2α sin(θ/2)
〉

and |α+〉 =
∣

∣

∣

√
2α cos(θ/2)

〉

.

Now, we detect the second coherent beam with a photon

number resolving detector (PND). The PND can be imple-
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mented by the XPM technique as well, which had been pro-

posed in former works [12, 13]. If k single photons are regis-

tered, one can get the following state,

eikπ/2 |Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1
∣

∣

∣α+
〉

cs
+ e−ikπ/2 |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2

∣

∣

∣α+
〉

cs

(5)

In this case, the first coherent state in above two components

is the same, and
√

2α cos(θ/2) ∼
√

2α due to θ ≪ 1, e.g.,

θ ∼ 10−5 for weak Kerr nonlinearity, so it can be recycled.

The unwanted phase shifts eikπ/2 and e−ikπ/2 can be removed

by the additional phase shifts applied to the first spatial mode

controlled by the detection k of the PND through the classi-

cal feedforward. After that, the following desired state can be

achieved,

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1 + |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2 , (6)

i.e., the target photon will be transformed to the first spatial

mode 1 when the controlled state is a vacuum state; other-

wise, the target photon will be transformed to the second spa-

tial mode 2.

On the other hand, if none single photons is registered by

the PND, the state in Eq. (4) will be collapsed to the follow-

ing state,

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T2
∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2αe−iθ/2

〉

cs
+ |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T1

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2αeiθ/2

〉

cs
.

(7)

Since the rest first coherent beam containing opposite phase

shifts, then it should be removed further. We detect the first

coherent beam with an additional PND. If m single photons

are registered, one can obtain the following state,

e−imθ/2 |Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T2 + eimθ/2 |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T1 . (8)

The unwanted phase shifts e−imθ/2 and eimθ/2 can be removed

similarly and the above state can be transformed to the de-

sired state in Eq. (6) by the switch controlled by the detection

of first PND through the classical feedforward as well.

Since the original c-path and merging gate will be used in

below as well, then we describe what it can work without de-

tails here and the design of the c-path and merging gate can be

found in Appendix. The original c-path gate is to implement

the following transformation,

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T + |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T

→|Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T1 + |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T2 , (9)

i.e., the target photon will be separated into two spatial modes

1, 2, which depend on the polarizations of the control single

photon, but not the photon number in the new c-path gate

shown in Eq. (1). Moreover, for a complete framework of

quantum computation, we need the inverse transformation

of the original or new c-path gate. As shown in Appendix,

the necessary inverse transformation can be completed by the

same merging gate [12, 13, 17, 18], which can merge the two

spatial modes of the target single photon back to one without

changing anything else, i.e., implementing the inverse trans-

formation of Eq. (1) or Eq. (9). Furthermore, we should

note here that, in the c-path gate (including original and new

c-path gate) or merging gate, the spatial modes of the target

single photon could be more than 2. The c-path gate will

separate the n spatial modes of target photon into 2n spa-

tial modes, while the merging gate will merge the 2n spatial

modes back to n spatial modes. In one word, the c-path and

merging gate can work well in the case of more than 2 spatial

modes, which provides a flexible way to use them.

Figure 1 (Color online) (a) the new c-path gate. The target single photon

will be transformed to spatial mode 2, when the control mode containing

one single photon; otherwise, it will be transformed to spatial mode 1. (b)

the original c-path and merging gate. The detailed design of these two gates

can be found in Appendix. For comparison, the control mode of the original

c-path gate is denoted by superscripts (H,V), while that of the new c-path

gate is denoted by superscripts (0, 1). For details, see text.

3 implementation of four triple-control uni-
tary operations

With the new c-path gates and the original c-path and merging

gates, the implementation of multiple multi-control unitary

operations can be more efficiently than the one using only

original c-path and merging gates. The corresponding dis-

cussion of efficiency can be found in Sec. 5. Without loss

generality, we use the implementation of four triple-control

unitary operations displayed in Fig. 2 as an example and this

approach can be generalized easily. The general four-photon

state can be described as follows,

A1 |HHHH〉 + A2 |HHHV〉 + A3 |HHVH〉 + A4 |HHVV〉
+A5 |HVHH〉 + A6 |HVHV〉 + A7 |HVVH〉 + A8 |HVVV〉
+A9 |VHHH〉 + A10 |VHHV〉 + A11 |VHVH〉 + A12 |VHVV〉
+A13 |VVHH〉 + A14 |VVHV〉 + A15 |VVVH〉 + A16 |VVVV〉 ,

(10)
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Figure 2 (Color online) The implementation of four triple-control unitary operations. The processes are separated into 5 steps: (1). an ancilla single photon is

introduced, which will be separated into 8 spatial modes controlled by the first three single photons P1, P2, P3 through three original c-path gates respectively;

(2). using the spatial mode 8 of the ancilla single photon to control the first target single photon P4 by the new c-path gate, the first control unitary operation

will be implemented, associated with the single photon unitary operation U1 applied to the spatial mode 2 of target single photon and the merging gate; (3).

to implement the second controlled unitary operation, the information of single photon P3 should be removed from the ancilla single photon (by a merging

gate), while the information of single photon P4 should be added to the ancilla single photon (by an original c-path gate); (4). following the similar processes

(operation 2, 3, 4), the desired four triple-control unitary operations can be implemented; (5). the ancilla single photon can be disentangled from the four-photon

state by the three merging gates.

where the coefficients satisfy the normalized condition

Σ
16
i=1
|Ai|2 = 1. To describe the processes clearly, we separate

them into the following five steps.

3.1 step 1: adding the polarization information of control

single photons to the ancilla single photon.

Firstly, we introduce a single photon (|H〉a) as ancilla and let

the first single photon of the above state control the ancilla

single photon through an original c-path gate, so the follow-

ing state can be achieved,

(A1 |HHHH〉 + A2 |HHHV〉 + A3 |HHVH〉 + A4 |HHVV〉
+A5 |HVHH〉 + A6 |HVHV〉 + A7 |HVVH〉
+ A8 |HVVV〉) |H〉a1 + (A9 |VHHH〉 + A10 |VHHV〉
+A11 |VHVH〉 + A12 |VHVV〉 + A13 |VVHH〉 + A14 |VVHV〉
+ A15 |VVVH〉 + A16 |VVVV〉) |H〉a2 . (11)

After that, the second and third single photons control the an-

cilla single photon in turn by the two original c-path gates

respectively. The ancilla single photon will be separated into

8 spatial modes, which depend on the polarizations of the

three single photons except of the fourth single photon, as

indicated in the following state,

A1 |HHHH〉 |H〉a1 + A2 |HHHV〉 |H〉a1 + A3 |HHVH〉 |H〉a2
+A4 |HHVV〉 |H〉a2 + A5 |HVHH〉 |H〉a3 + A6 |HVHV〉 |H〉a3
+A7 |HVVH〉 |H〉a4 + A8 |HVVV〉 |H〉a4 + A9 |VHHH〉 |H〉a5
+A10 |VHHV〉 |H〉a5 + A11 |VHVH〉 |H〉a6 + A12 |VHVV〉 |H〉a6
+A13 |VVHH〉 |H〉a7 + A14 |VVHV〉 |H〉a7
+A15 |VVVH〉 |H〉a8 + A16 |VVVV〉 |H〉a8 . (12)

3.2 step 2: the first triple-control unitary operation

Now, the whole polarization information of the three single

photons is encoded to the spatial modes of the ancilla single

photon, so that we can use the ancilla single photon to control

the fourth single photon and implement the first triple-control

unitary operation conveniently. We only use the spatial mode

8 of the ancilla single photon as control signal to control the

fourth single photon by the new c-path gate. According to

Eq. (1), the fourth single photon will be separated into spa-

tial mode 2 when the spatial mode 8 of ancilla single photon

involves a single photon, otherwise, it will be separated into
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spatial mode 1, i.e., the following state can be obtained,

A1 |HHHH1〉 |H〉a1 + A2 |HHHV1〉 |H〉a1 + A3 |HHVH1〉 |H〉a2
+A4 |HHVV1〉 |H〉a2 + A5 |HVHH1〉 |H〉a3 + A6 |HVHV1〉 |H〉a3
+A7 |HVVH1〉 |H〉a4 + A8 |HVVV1〉 |H〉a4 + A9 |VHHH1〉 |H〉a5
+A10 |VHHV1〉 |H〉a5 + A11 |VHVH1〉 |H〉a6 + A12 |VHVV1〉 |H〉a6
+A13 |VVHH1〉 |H〉a7 + A14 |VVHV1〉 |H〉a7
+A15 |VVVH2〉 |H〉a8 + A16 |VVVV2〉 |H〉a8 . (13)

Only in the last two components of above equation, the fourth

single photon appears on the spatial mode 2, on which the

following desired single photon unitary operation (could be

arbitrary)

U1 =

(

eiδ1 cos β1 −eiψ1 sin β1

e−iψ1 sin β1 e−iδ1 cos β1

)

(14)

is applied, and a merging gate is applied to the fourth single

photon using the ancilla single photon as control signal. The

above state will be evolved to,

A1 |HHHH〉 |H〉a1 + A2 |HHHV〉 |H〉a1 + A3 |HHVH〉 |H〉a2
+A4 |HHVV〉 |H〉a2 + A5 |HVHH〉 |H〉a3 + A6 |HVHV〉 |H〉a3
+A7 |HVVH〉 |H〉a4 + A8 |HVVV〉 |H〉a4 + A9 |VHHH〉 |H〉a5
+A10 |VHHV〉 |H〉a5 + A11 |VHVH〉 |H〉a6 + A12 |VHVV〉 |H〉a6
+A13 |VVHH〉 |H〉a7 + A14 |VVHV〉 |H〉a7
+(A15eiδ1 cos β1 − A16e−iψ1 sin β1) |VVVH〉 |H〉a8
+(A15e−iψ1 sin β1 + A16e−iδ1 cos β1) |VVVV〉 |H〉a8 , (15)

i.e., the first triple-control unitary operation to the fourth sin-

gle photon has been completed.

3.3 step 3: removing and adding process

The second triple-control unitary operation can be imple-

mented the same as above by introducing another ancilla

single photon, however, the implementation is not efficient

enough. Exactly, the second triple-control unitary operation

needs the polarization information of first, second and fourth

single photons, while the ancilla single photon after the first

triple-control unitary operation includes the polarization in-

formation of first, second and third single photons, therefore

we only need to remove the polarization information of third

single photon and add that of fourth single photon to the an-

cilla single photon and then use the ancilla single photon to

control the third single photon. The removing process could

be completed by a merging gate with the third single pho-

ton as control signal and the spatial modes will be merged as

follows,

(1, 2)→ 1; (3, 4)→ 2; (5, 6)→ 3; (7, 8)→ 4, (16)

The state in Eq. (15) will be evolved back to the following

state,

A1 |HHHH〉 |H〉a1 + A2 |HHHV〉 |H〉a1 + A3 |HHVH〉 |H〉a1

+A4 |HHVV〉 |H〉a1 + A5 |HVHH〉 |H〉a2 + A6 |HVHV〉 |H〉a2
+A7 |HVVH〉 |H〉a2 + A8 |HVVV〉 |H〉a2 + A9 |VHHH〉 |H〉a3
+A10 |VHHV〉 |H〉a3 + A11 |VHVH〉 |H〉a3 + A12 |VHVV〉 |H〉a3
+A13 |VVHH〉 |H〉a4 + A14 |VVHV〉 |H〉a4
+(A15eiδ1 cos β1 − A16e−iψ1 sin β1) |VVVH〉 |H〉a4
+(A15e−iψ1 sin β1 + A16e−iδ1 cos β1) |VVVV〉 |H〉a4 . (17)

After that the adding process could be implemented by an

original c-path gate with the fourth single photon as control

signal and the following state can be achieved,

A1 |HHHH〉 |H〉a1 + A2 |HHHV〉 |H〉a2 + A3 |HHVH〉 |H〉a1
+A4 |HHVV〉 |H〉a2 + A5 |HVHH〉 |H〉a3 + A6 |HVHV〉 |H〉a4
+A7 |HVVH〉 |H〉a3 + A8 |HVVV〉 |H〉a4 + A9 |VHHH〉 |H〉a5
+A10 |VHHV〉 |H〉a6 + A11 |VHVH〉 |H〉a5 + A12 |VHVV〉 |H〉a6
+A13 |VVHH〉 |H〉a7 + A14 |VVHV〉 |H〉a8
+(A15eiδ1 cos β1 − A16e−iψ1 sin β1) |VVVH〉 |H〉a7
+(A15e−iψ1 sin β1 + A16e−iδ1 cos β1) |VVVV〉 |H〉a8 . (18)

3.4 step 4: the other three triple-control unitary operations

Obviously, the ancilla single photon in Eq. (18) contains the

whole polarization information of the first, second and fourth

single photons, so that the second triple-control unitary op-

eration will be applied by using the spatial mode 8 of ancilla

single photon as control signal, associated with a new c-path

gate, arbitrary single photon unitary operation

U2 =

(

eiδ2 cos β2 −eiψ2 sin β2

e−iψ2 sin β2 e−iδ2 cos β2

)

(19)

applied to the spatial mode 2 of third single photon after c-

path gate, and a merging gate. The following state will be

obtained,

A1 |HHHH〉 |H〉a1 + A2 |HHHV〉 |H〉a2 + A3 |HHVH〉 |H〉a1
+A4 |HHVV〉 |H〉a2 + A5 |HVHH〉 |H〉a3 + A6 |HVHV〉 |H〉a4
+A7 |HVVH〉 |H〉a3 + A8 |HVVV〉 |H〉a4 + A9 |VHHH〉 |H〉a5
+A10 |VHHV〉 |H〉a6 + A11 |VHVH〉 |H〉a5 + A12 |VHVV〉 |H〉a6
+A13 |VVHH〉 |H〉a7 +

[

A14eiδ2 cos β2

− (A15e−iψ1 sin β1 + A16e−iδ1 cos β1)e−iψ2 sin β2

]

|VVHV〉 |H〉a8
+(A15eiδ1 cos β1 − A16e−iψ1 sin β1) |VVVH〉 |H〉a7 +

[

A14e−iψ2 sin β2

+ (A15e−iψ1 sin β1 + A16e−iδ1 cos β1)e−iδ2 cos β2

]

|VVVV〉 |H〉a8 ,
(20)

which is the desired state after two triple-control unitary op-

erations are applied.

Similarly, to implement the third triple-control unitary op-

eration, we first merge the spatial modes as follows,

(1, 3)→ 1; (2, 4)→ 2; (5, 7)→ 3; (6, 8)→ 4, (21)
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by a merge gate using the second single photon as control

signal, in order to remove the polarization information of sec-

ond single photon from the ancilla single photon. After that,

following the process from Eq. (18) to Eq. (20), the third

triple-control unitary operation can be completed. The final

triple-control unitary operation needs the following merging

operation,

(1, 5)→ 1; (3, 7)→ 2; (2, 6)→ 3; (4, 8)→ 4, (22)

and the similar operations discussed as above.

3.5 step 5: removing the ancilla single photon

After the desired four controlled unitary operations have been

completed, the ancilla single photon should be disentangled

from the four-photon state, otherwise it may affect the further

operations performed to the four-photon state. Since the an-

cilla single photon now contains the polarization information

of second, third and fourth single photons, then we can use

the second, third and fourth single photon as control signals

to merge the ancilla single photon by the three merging gates

as indicated in Fig. 3. After the spatial mode of ancilla sin-

gle photon is resumed to be one, the ancilla single photon has

been disentangled from the four-photon state.

4 implementation of multiple (n-1)-control
unitary operation

The generalization of above approach is straightforward,

and one can implement multiple (n) multi-control ((n-1)-

control) unitary operation more efficiently than the former ap-

proaches. The initial state can be described as the following

form

2n
∑

i=1

Ai |i〉(n)
=A1 |H · · ·HH〉1,··· ,n + A2 |H · · ·HV〉1,··· ,n

+A3 |H · · ·VH〉1,··· ,n + A4 |H · · ·VV〉1,··· ,n + · · ·
(23)

where
∑2n

i=1 |Ai|2 = 1. Firstly, we use the first n − 1 single

photons except of the final single photon as control signals to

control an ancilla single photon |H〉a by n − 1 original c-path

gates respectively, yielding the following state,

2n−1
∑

i=1

A2i−1 |2i − 1〉(n) |H〉ai +
2n−1
∑

i=1

A2i |2i〉(n) |H〉ai . (24)

To implement the first (n-1)-control unitary operation, we use

the final spatial mode 2n−1 of ancilla single photon as control

signal to control the last one single photon by a new c-path

gate and the last one single photon will be separated into 2

spatial modes. Applying the desired single photon unitary

operation U1 to the spatial mode 2 of last one single photon

and merging the last one single photon by a merging gate, the

desired (n-1)-control unitary operation can be implemented.

Similarly, to implement the other (n-1)-control unitary op-

erations, the polarization information of the target single pho-

ton should be removed by merging the corresponding spatial

modes through a merging gate. After that, the polarization

information of the single photon, which was just as the target

photon in the last control unitary operation, should be added

to the ancilla single photon by an original c-path gate. A

pair of new c-path and original merging gate, associated with

a single photon unitary operation will complete the desired

control unitary operations as well.

5 Comparison with the former approaches

Now we compare the complexity of the present approach

with the former approaches and the amount of required two-

qubit gates are displayed in Tab. 1. In traditional quantum

computation approach, the multi-control unitary operation is

usually decomposed into two-photon (e.g. CNOT) gates and

single photon unitary operations. Since the single photon uni-

tary operation can be implemented by a half wave plate and a

quarter wave plate in optical system [34], then the amount of

single photon unitary operation will not be taken into account

here. It has been demonstrated that a general (n-1)-control

gate requires O(n2) two-qubit gates [19]. In this case, O(n3)

two-qubit gates are necessary to implement n multi-control

gates, i.e., the complexity is about O(n3) at least.

The (n-1)-control gate can be implemented more effi-

ciently than the decomposition approach with the original c-

path and merging gate (denoted by original CPM in Tab. 1).

It has been demonstrated in Refs. [12,13], only n-1 pairs of c-

path and merging gates are enough for a general (n-1)-control

gate, so that the complexity for n multi-control gates with the

original c-path and merging gates is about O(n2).

In the present approach (denoted by new CPM in Tab. 1),

n-1 pairs of original c-path and merging gates are needed to

add and remove the polarization information to the ancilla

single photon firstly. For implementing each control opera-

tions, only one pair of the new c-path gate and the original

merging gate, associated with one pair of original c-path and

merging gates are enough. Therefore, only 3n − 1 pairs of

original or new c-path and merging gates are required in the

present approach, i.e., the complexity here is preserved to be

O(n), linear increasing with the amount of multi-control uni-

tary operations. Obviously, the present approach is more ef-

ficient than the former approaches, espcially for large scale

quantum computation.

Table 1 The amount of the necessary two-qubit operations for imple-

menting multi-control gates with different approaches. ”CNOT” denotes the

approach with the decomposition to CNOT gates and single photon gates.

”original CPM” denotes the approach with the original c-path and merging

gate in former works and ”new CPM” denotes the present approach.

CNOT [19] original CPM [12, 13] new CPM

O(n3) O(n2) O(n)
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6 implementation of multiple (n-k)-control uni-
tary operations

In above, the unitary operations we discussed are (n-1)-

control gates. However, a quantum circuit may include the

other different control gates, e.g., (n-2)-control gates, etc.

In what follows, we show our approach can be generalized

to implement multiple (n-k)-control unitary operations, with

k < n. Without loss generality, we discuss how to implement-

ing multiple (n-2)-control gates and suppose the first n-2 sin-

gle photons are the control signal of first control gate. The

initial state could be described by the form in Eq. (23). Sim-

ilarly, we firstly introduce an single photon as ancilla and use

n-2 original c-path gate to control the ancilla single photon.

The following state can be achieved,

2n−2
∑

i=1

A4i−3 |4i − 3〉(n) |H〉ai +
2n−2
∑

i=1

A4i−2 |4i − 2〉(n) |H〉ai

+

2n−2
∑

i=1

A4i−1 |4i − 1〉(n) |H〉ai +
2n−2
∑

i=1

A4i |4i〉(n) |H〉ai . (25)

Now the first control gate can be implement by using the spa-

tial mode 2n−2 as control signal for a new c-path gate applied

to the target single photon, associated with a single photon

unitary operation and an original merging gate.

Next, we begin to implement the second control gate. The

polarization information of one or two single photons, which

are not included in the control signal of the second control

gate, should be removed from the ancilla single photon. With

one or two merging gates, the removing operation will be

completed. After that, the necessary polarization informa-

tion of the other one or two single photons can be added to

the ancilla single photon by one or two original c-path gates.

Following the similar processes, the desired multiple (n-k)-

control unitary operations can be implemented.

Looks that the implementation of multiple (n-k)-

cimplementontrol unitary operations is more complicated

than that of multiple (n-1)-control unitary operations. More

operations are required, since more than one single photon’s

information should be removed before applied the next con-

trol gate, if k > 1. In other word, the complexity will be

beyond the linear increasing regime, i.e., O(n), and gradually

close to O(n2) if k is large. On the other hand, the complexity

will be reduced with k increasing, if we choose the original

CPM approach to implement the operations. For a particular

k, the complexity of the present approach will even higher

than the original CPM approach. In this case, one may natu-

rally choose the better one. Anyway, the present approach is

an important addition to the original CPM approach, and one

can combine two approaches to implement a quantum circuit

more efficiently.

7 Potential applications of multiple multi-
control unitary operations

Now we discuss the potential applications of the above multi-

ple multi-control unitary operations. A direct application is to

achieve more efficient large scale quantum computation, due

to the fact that the operations can be implemented extremely

efficiently with the present approach. If a quantum circuit in-

cludes the structure built by a series of multi-control unitary

operations, the present approach is a better choice. The prop-

erty of linear increasing with the amount of involved photon

number is especially suitable for large scale quantum compu-

tation.

Another important application is to generate the hyper-

graph states [20-24], which are regarded as the special case of

locally maximally entangleable (LME) states [35]. Different

to the ordinary graph states, where edges connecting two ver-

tices, the edges in hypergraph states connect more than two

vertices, so the hypergraph states are the generalized form of

graph states. That does mean the structure of hypergraph state

is more complicated than graph state, leading to more difficult

generation of hypergraph state. Here we discuss the genera-

tion of the so-called (n-k)-uniform n-photon hypergraph state

|gn−k〉, which can be expressed as follows,

|gn−k〉 =
∏

{i1,··· ,in−k}∈E
Ci1,··· ,in−k

|+〉⊗n , (26)

where {i1, · · · , in−1} ∈ E means that the k vertices are con-

nected by a k-hyperedge, and Ci1,··· ,in−k
denotes the (n-k)-

control phase gate. For example, in Fig. 3 we show the

3-uniform 4-photon hypergraph state, which can be gener-

ated with the four 2-control phase gates in the right hand

side of Fig. 3. Obviously, the desired (n-k)-control phase

gates are only the special cases of (n-k)-control unitary oper-

ations, which can be implemented efficiently by the present

approach, as discussed in Sec. 6. It implies that the (n-

k)-uniform n-photon hypergraph state can be generated ef-

ficiently with our approach.

Figure 3 (Color online) The 3-uniform 4-photon hypergraph state. This

state can be generated by the four 2-control phase gates in the right hand

side.

8 Discussion and conclusions

The core element in our approach is the XPM technique,

which enables an efficient way to quantum computation. This

technique recently has been used widely for quantum logic

gates [9-18,36-39], cluster or graph state generations [40-44],
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entanglement concentration [45-52], entangled states genera-

tion [53-56], and others [57-68], etc. Its feasibility had been

demonstrated in theory [69-73], even the multi-mode effect

is taken into account. More recently, the realistic experiment

of an efficient XPM based on a closed-loop double-Λ sys-

tem has been reported [74]. In addition, the similar technol-

ogy has been used in the other physical system to implement

a quantum computation task, such as cavity QED [75-107],

etc. Therefore the XPM technique and our present approach

is feasible with the current experimental technology.

In conclusion, with the new design of c-path gate, the mul-

tiple multi-control unitary operations can be implementedim-

plement directly and efficiently with the combination of the

original c-path, merging gates and the new c-path gates. The

linear increasing with the amount of involved photon num-

ber makes this approach is suitable for large scale quantum

computation.
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Appendix

In the following, we describe the original c-path gate pre-

sented in Refs. [11-13, 17, 18]. The initial state could be ex-

pressed as follows,

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T + |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T . (a1)

Firstly, the control single photon is injected into a polarized

beamsplitter (PBS), which let the |H〉 mode to be transmit-

ted, while let the |V〉 mode to be reflected. In the same time,

the target single photon is injected into a 50:50 beamsplit-

ter (BS), and these two spatial modes associated with the

two modes of control single photon interact with two qubus

beams |α〉cs |α〉cs as indicated in Fig. 4. After interaction, the

following state can be achieved,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T1
∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs
+ |Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T2 |α〉cs

∣

∣

∣αei2θ
〉

cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T1
∣

∣

∣αei2θ
〉

cs
|α〉cs + |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T2

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

)

.

(a2)

Two phase shift −θ are applied to the two qubus beams re-

spectively, and let the two qubus beams to be interfered on a

50:50 BS, yielding the following state,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T1
∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2α

〉

cs
|0〉cs + |Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T2 |β+〉cs |−β−〉cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T1 |β+〉cs |β−〉cs + |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T2
∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2α

〉

cs
|0〉cs

)

,

(a3)

where |β−〉cs =

∣

∣

∣i
√

2α sin θ
〉

cs
and |β+〉cs =

∣

∣

∣

√
2α cos θ

〉

cs
.

After that, we detect the second qubus beam with a photon

number-resolving detector (PND). If none single photon is

registered, the above state will be collapsed to

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T1 + |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T2 , (a4)

which is the desired state by the c-path gate; otherwise, the

above state will be collapsed to,

e−inπ |Ψ1〉 |H〉C |φ〉T2 + einπ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C |ψ〉T1 , (a5)

where n is the photon number resolved by the PND. This state

will be transformed to the state in Eq. (a4) by a phase shift

π applied to the spatial mode 1 following the classical feed-

forward measurement result n and a switch (S) of the spatial
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modes 1 and 2. Since the induced phase shift θ is tiny, e.g.,

θ ∼ 10−5, then
√

2α cos θ ∼
√

2α, i.e., the qubus beams could

be recycled.

Figure 4 The original c-path gate developed in Refs. [11-13, 17, 18]. The

control single photon passes through a polarization beam splitter (PBS). The

|H〉 mode is transmitted while the |V〉 mode is reflected. At the same time,

the target single photon passes through a 50:50 beam splitter and is separated

into two spatial modes. These modes are interacted with two qubus beams

as indicated in the figure. After that, two phase shifts −θ are applied to the

two qubus beams respectively. The desired operation can be completed by a

switch performed on the two spatial modes and a phase shift π applied to the

spatial mode 1, controlled by the detection of the photon number-resolving

detector (PND) placed on the second output modes of the BS for the two

qubus beams.

Now, we describe the original merging gate developed in

Ref. [18]. The initial state could be described as follows,

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C
∣

∣

∣φ′
〉T

1
+ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C

∣

∣

∣ψ′
〉T

2
, (a6)

where the state of target photon could be different to the state

in Eq. (a4). Firstly, the two spatial modes of target photon are

interfered on a 50:50 BS, and the second spatial mode after

the BS is interacted with the second qubus beam. The above

state will evolved to,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C
∣

∣

∣φ′
〉T

1
|α〉cs |α〉cs + |Ψ1〉 |H〉C

∣

∣

∣φ′
〉T

2
|α〉cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C
∣

∣

∣ψ′
〉T

1
|α〉cs |α〉cs − |Ψ2〉 |V〉C

∣

∣

∣ψ′
〉T

2
|α〉cs

∣

∣

∣αeiθ
〉

cs

)

.

(a7)

Let two qubus beams to be interfered on a 50:50 BS and we

can get the following state,

1
√

2

(

|Ψ1〉 |H〉C
∣

∣

∣φ′
〉T

1

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2α

〉

cs
|0〉cs + |Ψ1〉 |H〉C

∣

∣

∣φ′
〉T

2
|β+〉cs |β−〉cs

+ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C
∣

∣

∣ψ′
〉T

1

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2α

〉

cs
|0〉cs − |Ψ2〉 |V〉C

∣

∣

∣ψ′
〉T

2
|β+〉cs |β−〉cs

)

,

(a8)

where |β−〉cs =

∣

∣

∣

∣

α−αeiθ
√

2

〉

and |β+〉cs =

∣

∣

∣

∣

α+αeiθ
√

2

〉

. Clearly, only the

vacuum state |0〉cs should be distinguished from the state |β−〉,
therefore a photon number non-resolving detector (PNND) is

necessary to complete the discrimination. If none photon is

registered by the PNND, the following desired state can be

achieved,

→|Ψ1〉 |H〉C
∣

∣

∣φ′
〉T
+ |Ψ2〉 |V〉C

∣

∣

∣ψ′
〉T

; (a9)

otherwise, by a single photon operationσz applied to the con-

trol photon and a switch applied to the two spatial modes of

target photon, controlled by the detection through the clas-

sical feedforward, the above state can be transformed to the

desired one in Eq. (a9). Here the qubus beams could be re-

cycled as well, since the induced phase shift could be tiny

too.

If the initial state in Eq. (a6) is replaced by the following

state,

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T1 + |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T2 , (a10)

i.e., the state in Eq. (6) of main text, the following desired

state

|Ψ1〉 |0〉C |Φ1〉T + |Ψ2〉 |1〉C |Φ2〉T , (a11)

can be achieved following the same processes from Eq. (a6)

to Eq. (a9). That does mean the original merging gate can

work well as the inverse gate for the new c-path gate without

any new design.

Figure 5 The original merging gate developed in Ref. [18]. The two spatial

modes of target single photon are interfered on a 50:50 beam splitter. The

second output mode is interacted with one of the qubus beam through the

cross phase modulation process. The merging gate will be implemented af-

ter a switch performed on the two spatial modes of target single photon and a

σz operation applied on the control single photon, controlled by the detection

of the photon number-nonresolving detector (PNND) placed on the second

qubus beam.
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